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outrigger vessel has for centuries been in a state of gradual
retirement before sea-going vessels of more European type.
Some people who once had the outrigger canoe have lost
it Dr. Rivers (Westermarck's Festkrifty pp. 109-12) gives
two examples. The Torres Islands lie between Santa Cruz
and the Banks Islandss in both of which outrigger canoes
are made and used5 yet the Torres islanders have nothing in
which to cross from one island to another except rude
bamboo rafts. It seems that they simply allowed their
canoe-makers to die out.
In Mangareva (Gambier Islands) the people sail about in
large rafts3 but the name by which they know these rafts is
that applied by many other islanders to the outriggers of their
canoes. It is thus possible that the raft is not an independent
invention^ but merely a degenerate outrigger canoe.
On the coasts of Columbia and Chili are to be found
canoes not with regular outriggers* but with a balance log
lashed outboard on each side. Mr. Homell (Many 1928,
p. 102)5 after considering the alternatives of independent
invention and introduction from Polynesia-, decides against
boths and thinks that the device was probably introduced by
the Spaniards from Manilla^ where a similar device is in
common use.
The primitiveness of South American boats has been used
as an argument that culture could not have been brought
to them across the Pacific, but Rivers (op. cit.> p. 127) shows
that since people who have plenty of timber and are always
on the water can be shown to have lost the art of making
canoes, this argument is invalid. It is to be remembered
that our Anglo-Saxon ancestors had in the course of two or
three centuries completely lost the art of navigation^ in which
they had been experts. King Alfred had to bring inforeigiieBS
to build and man Ms navy.
In the outrigger we have a simple and useful dewce* which'
has enabled small vessels to sail thousands of miles

